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SUBSCRIPTION
BILLING
OVERVIEW
Subscription billing software is also
termed recurring billing software.
Businesses utilize this tool to
automatically process recurring
payments from consumers and manage
payment information. With this
platform, enterprises ensure their
clients are billed accurately at the same
time each month. By getting
subscribers for their services or
products, firms get steady revenue
flows as well as loyal customers for
their brand. Subscription billing
software is used together with other
financial products like ERP, billing, and
accounting solutions. In addition,
subscription software can easily
integrate with payment gateways.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:

Content Score is affected by:

1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)

2. Customer reference rating score

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform

4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform

5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform

Market Presence Score is affected by:

1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook

2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

3. Organic SEO key term rankings

4. Company presence including # of press
mentions

Company Score is affected by:

1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)

2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months

3. Glassdoor ranking

4. Venture capital raised

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer

success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

Top Performer

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough

customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer

base and scale of a Market Leader.

Rising Star

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or

Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer

reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Subscription Billing software based on the

FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF SUBSCRIPTION BILLING
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT CHARGEBEE

Chargebee is a PCI Level 1 certified recurring billing
platform for subscription-based SaaS and eCommerce
businesses. Chargebee integrates with the leading
payment gateways around the world to let you
automate payment collection, invoicing, email
notifications and customer management. With
power-packed integrations such as MailChimp,
ShipStation, Salesforce, and Shopify, Chargebee takes
the pain out of subscription billing.

93
Customer references from

happy Chargebee users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Chargebee's API's are good, not just because they are well documented and relatively
straight-forward in using, but also that it's just a good framework to structure all of the backend
processes for billing, for all of the custom code that does need to be written for a company."

Keerthik Omanakuttan
Co-Founder, BitGym

"The invoice dunning works way better - we were able to recover lots of due payments. We can work with
coupons embedded in Chargebee [and] quickly edit a subscription. I’d say that the top advantage is the
time saved with all the quick actions, the intuitive interface and the reactive customer support."

Julien Balmont
Co-Founder & Chief Technology Officer, Zenchef

"Chargebee provided me with a fantastic recurring billing solution that is very user friendly and
easy to set-up and manage. The solution itself is great, and provides timely and useful
management information to help me manage my customers. I highly recommend Chargebee."

Bryn Davies
Kitchen Nomad

"Working with Chargebee to implement our billing system has been a pleasure. Their APIs and
documentation are clear and easy to work with and their support team is excellent. They have
been very responsive to suggestions and feature requests."

David Henderson
Lead Developer, Triggered Messaging
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/chargebee
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/chargebee/customers/bitgym
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/chargebee/customers/triggered-messaging
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/chargebee/customers/triggered-messaging
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT 2CHECKOUT

2Checkout (formerly Avangate), a Francisco Partners portfolio
company, is the digital commerce & payments provider that helps
companies sell their products and services via multiple channels,
acquire customers across multiple touch points, increase customer
and revenue retention, leverage smarter payment options and
subscription billing models, and maximize sales conversion rates.
Avangate acquired 2Checkout in March 2017. More information
about 2Checkout’s Avangate platform and related services can be
found on www.avangate.com. More information on 2Checkout can
be found on www.2checkout.com.

222
Customer references from

happy 2Checkout users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"With 2Checkout we feel safe that payments are handled by professionals. They have the relevant competence and
experience, being on top of the game in a way we could never be. They follow global trends in technology, payment
methods, legal and tax issues, as well as checkout flow optimization. 2Checkout is working proactively to help us…

Placidus Schelbert
Managing Director, Bitwig

"We've been using 2Checkout for the past couple of years and this was one of the best decisions we have made. It
enables us to receive payments from around the globe without any issues. Their integration to receive payments from
PayPal is the major door opening for us. We also appreciate their quick and fast customer support."

Arsalan Anwar
Technical Consultant, O16 Labs

"We have been using 2Checkout as our payment service provider for more than a year. 2Checkout allows our customers
to pay with a variety of payment methods, including debit and credit cards, and PayPal. Because we sell our services in
175 countries, to both individuals as well as institutions, payment method flexibility is important. All in all, we have had…

Asad Raza
Owner, CQB Education

"We have been working with 2Checkout for a few years now and we are very satisfied with the
services and the support offered. Their payment processing is safe, as well as easy to use and
set-up."

Manuel Verzotti
Sales Manager, BOCA MMXII
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/bitwig
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/bitwig
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/bitwig
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/o16-labs
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/cqb-education
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/cqb-education
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/cqb-education
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/boca-mmxii
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/boca-mmxii
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/2-checkout/customers/boca-mmxii


TRUSTED BY

ABOUT ARIA SYSTEMS

Aria Systems' cloud-based monetization platform is the analysts’
choice, top-ranked by leading research firms. Aria helps enterprises
monetize and grow recurring revenue at scale. Proven by the world's
most demanding businesses, including AAA NCNU, Constant
Contact, Falck, Hootsuite, Pitney Bowes, TDC, and VMware, Aria's
billing and active monetization platform helps enterprises modernize
their revenue operations with a better way to manage offers,
customer accounts, billing, and financial processes. With Aria,
enterprises get to market faster with a wider variety of products and
services, retaining more customers and maximizing lifetime value.

58
Customer references from
happy Aria Systems users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Aria’s recurring revenue management service helps us quickly combine our current systems
with more agile options so that we can maximize revenue from all channels, including our
indirect channels."

Jim Walsh
VP and CIO, Constant Contact

"Aria has made it much less labor-intensive to provide outstanding service to our customers; being in the
service industry themselves, they expect nothing but the best. Automating all the payment processes
allows us to use our resources much more effectively and put a cap on leakage."

Rosemary Biagioni
Vice President and Controller, Booker

"The powerful duo of CSC and Aria Systems is providing a user-friendly, effective, recurring
revenue subscription and billing solution that accomplishes all of this at a low-cost point of
entry."

Mary Jo Morris
President, Technology and Consumer Group, CSC

"We needed a sophisticated billing platform that allows us to pay per subscriber with
low upfront investment. The Aria Platform gave us that plus many capabilities and a
short ramp-up time."

Bridgemaxx
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/constant-contact
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/constant-contact
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/constant-contact
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/booker-bgs
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/booker-bgs
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/booker-bgs
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/csc
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/csc
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/csc
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/bridgemaxx
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/bridgemaxx
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/aria-systems/customers/bridgemaxx


TRUSTED BY

ABOUT DIGITAL RIVER

Digital River is recognized as a leading global provider
of Commerce-as-a-Service solutions. Companies of all
sizes rely on Digital River’s cloud-based commerce,
payments and marketing services to manage and grow
their online businesses. Through these services, Digital
River connects B2B and B2C digital product companies
and branded manufacturers with buyers across multiple
devices and channels in nearly every country in the
world.

44
Customer references from
happy Digital River users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Digital River had a solution to everything on our wish list. We understand their knowledge,
combined with the global services and capabilities they offer, will be instrumental to expanding
our direct to consumer approach and drive demand for our products around the world.”

Mike Bross
President, PMI

“Digital River has worked in concert with our goals to grow our business in smart, secure and sustainable
ways. We will continue to look to Digital River to provide powerful thinking, comprehensive cloud
commerce, payment solutions and marketing services to help grow our business on a global scale.”

Jonas Forsberg
VP of Global Online Sales and Marketing, Jabra

“Putting all of the accounting, tax, and fraud monitoring capabilities and infrastructure in place would have
been a lot of incremental work—and costly. The fact that Digital River did all of that for us made it possible
for me to get up and running quickly, and made it a lot easier for the rest of my organization.”

Ed Kuhner
Vice President of Customer Experience, HTC

“By working with a global ecommerce and payments leader like Digital River, we have a single
integration and point of contact that can support our continued geographic expansion. This
integration enables us to speed our time to market as we continue to grow our business.”

Max Emilson
Director of Global Partner Solutions, Klarna
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/pmi-1
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/pmi-1
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/pmi-1
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/jabra
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/jabra
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/jabra
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/htc
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/htc
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/htc
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/klarnaaa
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/klarnaaa
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/digital-river/customers/klarnaaa


TRUSTED BY

ABOUT FASTSPRING

FastSpring is the trusted ecommerce partner for
companies that sell software around the world.
Companies using FastSpring’s full-service ecommerce
solution sell more, stay lean, and compete big. Founded
in 2005, FastSpring is a privately owned company
headquartered in Santa Barbara with an office in
Amsterdam. For more information, please visit
https://www.fastspring.com.

55
Customer references from

happy FastSpring users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Since launching our FastSpring ecommerce store, we have seen a 40% increase in our
conversion rate. There is no question that our partnership with FastSpring has enabled us to
move quickly and has been a huge part of our success.”

Frederic Linfjärd
Digital Commercial Manager, Capture One

“After partnering with FastSpring, the companies who we considered to be our
competitors now see us as the competition.”

Ashley Gordanier
Sales Operations Lead, Shortpoint

“FastSpring fueled a ton of growth when we transitioned from the App Store to doing business
natively. We’ve been able to unfurl our wings and fly because of the robust platform we found
with FastSpring.”

Kevin LaRue
Vice President, Skylum

“Thanks to FastSpring's ability to localize payments, customers are now seeing the price presented in their
own currency, with clear information about the prevailing rate of Taxation. This has inspired buyer
confidence, significantly reducing our cart abandonment rate by estimated 30%.”

Simon Bangs
Brand Manager, inMusic
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring/customers/capture-one
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring/customers/capture-one
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring/customers/skylum
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring/customers/skylum
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring/customers/skylum
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring/customers/inmusic
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring/customers/inmusic
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/fastspring/customers/inmusic


TRUSTED BY

ABOUT RECURLY

Recurly, Inc. provides a versatile subscription billing
management platform to handle the entire subscriber
lifecycle for market-leading brands worldwide. Growing
subscription businesses such as Sling TV, BarkBox,
Asana, FabFitFun, Cinemark and Fubo.tv depend on
Recurly to harness the power of the subscription model
and drive recurring revenue growth. Since its launch in
2010, Recurly has deployed subscription billing for
thousands of companies across 42 countries.

69
Customer references from

happy Recurly users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Recurly makes recurring billing and working with payment gateways a breeze with their quick
and friendly support. And their integrations with multiple third-party services allow us to surface
actionable data without having to develop additional custom APIs."

Rod Austin
Director of Marketing, Pagely

"Recurly just seemed to offer exactly what we were looking for—the visibility, the automation,
and the fact that if there were any problems with a transaction going through, we can look at the
reason why they are being declined."

Matthew Spendiff-Smith
Sales & Marketing Manager, Returnloads.net

"Recurly's revenue recognition feature automates our complex financial reporting requirements,
eliminating the need to do this accounting manually, on our own. This is a huge time-saver."

Puja Patel Rios
Vice President of eCommerce, Cora

"Recurly has greatly reduced our systems and development costs related to payments and
automating our subscription processes. We were able to stand the solution up in a fraction of
the time we would have otherwise and it has allowed us to focus on our product and customers."

Justyn Howard
CEO & Founder, Sprout Social
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly/customers/pagely
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly/customers/pagely
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly/customers/returnloadsnet
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly/customers/returnloadsnet
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly/customers/cora5
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly/customers/cora5
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly/customers/sproutsocial
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly/customers/sproutsocial
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/recurly/customers/sproutsocial


TRUSTED BY

ABOUT VINDICIA
Vindicia, an Amdocs company, brings enterprise-class
innovation to consumer-facing subscription billing to help
businesses acquire and retain more customers by making
payments seamless, secure and easy. Vindicia CashBox and
Vindicia Select™ subscription billing and customer retention
solutions keep consumers connected to the subscriptions
they love, and businesses connected to the revenue they
need. Vindicia’s trusted SaaS-based platform increases
recurring revenue and reduces customer churn.

14
Customer references from

happy Vindicia users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Vindicia Select resolves many of the causes of failed transactions, so we keep customers longer.
This increases ACLV, allowing for higher investments in acquisition. It’s a domino effect, with
higher acquisition and retention working together to boost revenues significantly."

Aryeh Brickner
Vice President of Marketing Consumer Apps, Perion Network

"We use Vindicia to handle every aspect of membership billing. CashBox makes managing
recurring payments one of the most automated and worry-free aspects of our business."

Brendan Sheehan
Chief Financial Officer, CBUSA

"Ours is a unique industry and we chose Vindicia for its expertise and breadth of experience in the online gaming market.
As a rapidly growing franchise, Moshi Monsters requires a solution that can handle subscriptions and one-time payments
as well as the PCI compliance burden. We know we’re covered with CashBox."

Divinia Knowles
CFO, Mind Candy

"Vindicia CashBox has enabled us to smoothly transition into a subscription billing model, yet
still handle one-time payments for specific offerings.This flexibility enables us to focus our
energies on crafting a compelling experience for our tournament players and fans, alike."

Steven Flenory
Studio Director, Major League Gaming
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/vindicia
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/vindicia
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/vindicia/customers/perion-networkd
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https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/vindicia/customers/major-league-gamings
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/vindicia/customers/major-league-gamings
https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/vindicia/customers/major-league-gamings


TRUSTED BY

ABOUT ZUORA
Zuora provides the only SaaS platform that automates all
subscription order-to-cash operations in real-time for any business.
Companies in any industry can launch new businesses, shift products
to subscription, implement new pay-as-you-go pricing and
packaging models, gain new insights into subscriber behavior, and
disrupt market segments to gain competitive advantage. Zuora
serves more than 1,000 companies around the world in a wide range
of industries, including Box, Komatsu, Rogers, Schneider Electric,
Toshiba, Xplornet and Zendesk.

288
Customer references from

happy Zuora users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"As a small startup, Zuora has enabled us to automate a lot of our workflows, set up rules, set up
a really seamless integration with Salesforce, and it's allowed us to reduce time...and get insight
into our revenue."

Ryan Voorhis
VP of Operations, Grow, Inc.

"We chose Zuora to expand our market, to help us easily manage all new products,
services, prices, and discounts according to our customers’ and partners’ needs."

Igor Valandro
CEO, Air

“With Zuora we have access to the data we need to answer critical questions, from how to scale
our sales and marketing investment, to how to our understand profitability per customer. Zuora’s
platform has enabled us to make better business decisions, faster.”

Yancey Spruill
CFO/COO, SendGrid

"It used to take us more than 20 business intelligence reports, help from analytics experts, and weeks of
work to get a single data point. With Insights, we now have a single platform to measure the health of our
subscribers and identify new up-sell and cross-sell opportunities we never knew existed."

Amy Andriano
Product Experience Manager, Invoca
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT CLEVERBRIDGE

cleverbridge provides flexible ecommerce solutions for monetizing digital goods, online services and
SaaS. Their cloud based ecommerce platform simplifies recurring billing, optimizes the customer
experience and offers comprehensive global payment capabilities. Leveraging cleverbridge expertise,
technology and services, clients effectively increase customer acquisition and retention while rapidly
expanding into international markets for revenue growth. cleverbridge is headquartered in Cologne,
Germany with offices in Chicago, San Francisco, Tokyo, and Taipei. cleverbridge was named a 2017 V3
Technology Awards Finalist (Best Business Application); 2017 SaaS Awards Finalist (Best SaaS Product
for Ecommerce/Online Shopping); a finalist for two 2017 European IT and Software Excellence Awards
(Enterprise Solution of the Year and Small and Medium-sized Enterprise (SME) Solution of the Year);
and named in the "Accel EuroScape,” a list of the top 100 most promising SaaS companies in Europe
and Israel. The company was also named a 2016 SIIA CODiE Awards Finalist (Best Subscription
Management Solution) and identified as a “High Performer” in the G2 Crowd Grid for Ecommerce
Platforms, based on customer satisfaction and market presence.

17
Customer references from
happy cleverbridge users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"When we switched to cleverbridge in 2009, the difference was immediate. The kind of reports
we can generate through the cleverbridge platform are so exhaustive — they really show what is
converting well for us and what is not."

Chandan Garg
CEO, K9Tools

"With cleverbridge, we had access to a wealth of features, right out of the box. Their architecture means
faster response, including page load time and cart execution, all over the world. Their customer service
model gives us professional services when and where we need them. It's a great platform."

Mark Dykstra
Senior Manager of Internet Marketing, Dell

"Our mission to enable customers to self-service (from trial to subscription) and introduce monthly billing have been met
thanks to cleverbridge's ability to smoothly integrate with our backend systems. Our customers can now sign up for a
trial and convert to a paid subscriber without even contacting a Sales person. With cleverbridge’s solution, the majority…

Cindy Johnson
Director R&D, VIPRE

"cleverbridge not only gave us a complete global solution right out of the box with a simple
integration – rapidly accelerating our time-to-market – but delivered the best possible online
customer experience to build long-term customer relationships and grow recurring revenue."

Kevin St. Angel
Director of Ecommerce, Sony
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT CHARGIFY

Chargify is Subscription Billing built for SaaS. Most
vendors support your basic billing needs and so do
we. However, Elastic Billing goes beyond basic,
supporting millions of complex scenarios and any
business structure. Chargify empowers your entire
team to quickly launch products, sign up
customers, and manage subscriptions. If you can
think it, we can bill it.

99
Customer references from

happy Chargify users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Chargify is a simple and working solution to handle recurring payments for our SaaS
product. It is also great to have the option to manage (almost) everything via API."

Tero Alén
CTO, RapidCampaign

"The best thing about Chargify is the constant updates and new features being added. For example, just today Chargify
announced the new refer-a-friend feature, which is something we've been trying to figure out how to implement for the
past few months. Chargify is doing it right - continually delighting their customer base by constantly improving and…

Pano Kalogeropoulos
Founder, Bokeh Fire

"Our clients love Chargify's great admin interface and ease of integrating subscription
handling into their applications."

Christopher Irish
CTO, Velocity Labs

"I work a lot with Chargify to manage our billing and subscriptions of our customers. I love the reporting and [the] fact
that I can locate the accounts that I need to update and/or correct. Chargify is intuitive to use and makes it easy to
update coupons, add components for certain features we have, turn components on and off for customers, change…

Pete McKesson
Customer Success Manager, Kickserv
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ABOUT FUSEBILL

Fusebill is a software platform that simplifies
subscription billing management by automating
many manual accounting, financial processes and
workflows. Their cloud-based platform gives
companies the freedom to grow their businesses,
the flexibility to capitalize on new product
opportunities, and the agility to maintain a
competitive edge.
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"Fusebill helps manage customers more efficiently by flagging to us which customers are in
good standing or not. Having the system automatically send out past due notices and
statements also helps manage large volumes of customers without any manual intervention.”

Mark Zurawski
Business Analyst, Agility PR Solutions

“The power of Fusebill, coupled with the tight API integration into our order
management, provisioning, and activation systems means billing runs on auto-pilot.”

Chris Fowler
CoFounder and CEO, ClearPathGPS

"Our previous provider really lacked on the reporting aspect. When we moved over to Fusebill, it
provided way more advanced reporting that really allowed us to measure our client lifecycle and
our churn rate, giving us keen insight into the performance of our business.”

Rick Hoskins
Chief Executive Officer, On The Map Marketing

“With Fusebill we reduced our time spent on billing by 80%, it has helped maximize our
revenue and increased our customer satisfaction.”

Joel Bisson
Founder, President & CEO, InStream
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ABOUT GOTRANSVERSE

Gotransverse powers intelligent billing for smart
business. As one of the world’s most reliable and
respected agile monetization platforms, Gotransverse
provides a cost-effective way to add flexible pricing and
intelligent billing solutions to transform your back-end
operations into a competitive advantage. The result is
top-line revenue growth, faster time-to-market, visibility
into revenue streams, and operational savings.
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“Due to the high level of technology and complexity involved, we needed something far more
intricate than just a click-and-buy e-commerce site. Gotransverse’s TRACT® has been
instrumental in helping us implement the back-end of our customer portal.”

Shayne Proskow
Manager of Sales Operations, Hemisphere GNSS

"Gotransverse has proven to be a robust, scalable, and adaptable billing platform that is
enabling us to compress the billing workflow, reduce staffing requirements, and increase overall
efficiency. We plan to consolidate our entire billing infrastructure on the Gotransverse platform."

Sanjay Dhawan
VP Finance, Ethoca

"The Gotransverse team was invaluable in assisting not only our move to a new billing platform, but in helping transition
us to a new billing model for our existing products, and providing a platform that enabled us to introduce new product
offerings in an expedited manner. Our timeline was aggressive, but Gotransverse made it happen."

Adam Ragauskis
CFO, Edgenet

“With our operational systems and our TRACT® billing platform, I can tell you how much money
we are making by the hour, as opposed to waiting until the end of the week and running reports.
That’s powerful.”

Jud Harris
VP of Technology, Amplifier
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ABOUT ORDWAY
Ordway is redefining how growing businesses approach billing and finance
operations via its billing and revenue automation platform. Built by a team
that helped design much of the world’s cloud-based financial billing and ERP
systems, Ordway modernizes the end-to-end billing process and eliminates
the need for error-prone spreadsheets, manual accuracy checks during the
monthly close process to ensure compliance to GAAP & IFRS, and
time-consuming invoicing. Designed with the flexibility that today’s
customers demand, and optimized to guide organizations during their growth
phase, Ordway smartly manages a business’ most complex customers.
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"Life before Ordway was brutal. We were manually processing all users and invoices. The
Ordway team automated it all. They know billing and they are wonderful to work with."

Susan Zechter
Business Intelligence, ListReports

“The Ordway API is well constructed and isn’t a random set of endpoints. Since it’s REST, it is a much simpler
implementation when compared to legacy SOAP- or XML-based APIs. I like to keep things as simple, and the Ordway API
made this possible. We can focus on our core Dispatch problem space and leave the billing to Ordway.”

Peter Cullen
Software Architect, Dispatch

"Billing is now a click of a button. We generate and email all invoices in minutes rather
than days."

Neil Shah
Founder, Aspire

"All of our revenue reporting comes through Ordway. I can generate the exact reports our
investors would like to see. That’s saving a lot of time, not to mention our invoicing and billing
cycle is fully automatic."

Shirish Verma
Chief Financial Officer, Spotluck
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ABOUT PADDLE
Paddle's mission is to help software companies succeed — enabling
them to focus on creating products the world loves. Hundreds of
companies rely on their e-commerce platform to sell their software
products globally, as well as their powerful analytics and marketing
tools to understand and grow their businesses. Paddle's vision is to
become the platform that all software companies use to run and
grow their business. They aim to replace a fragmented ecosystem of
specialized tools with a unified platform that removes the complex
burden that comes with running a software business, whilst also
providing unparalleled insight to help them grow faster.
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"Paddle is a pleasure to use: the billing tools are highly flexible and easy to configure,
documentation is clear, and reporting lets me track revenue and make quick decisions based on
data."

Bastian Allgeier
Founder, Kirby

"Paddle supports our business as we grow internationally with localized currencies, payment
methods and handles all international tax. This ensures we can focus on giving our customers
around the world the best possible customer experience."

Andrey Meshkov
CTO and Co-Founder, AdGuard

“With Paddle, Renderforest was able to unlock a huge 3x increase in ARR. Since moving to Paddle, Renderforest has
reduced currency conversion fees, improved refund rates, and outsourced our global tax liability. With seamless billing,
Renderforest now captures maximum customer value across the customer lifecycle without additional burden on…

Narek Safaryan
Chief Executive Officer, Renderforest

“Paddle has been an integral part of our enterprise journey, providing support with
billing and licensing deals that has helped increase our global revenue growth.”

Sara Tandowsky
Vice President of Operations, Framer
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ABOUT SAASOPTICS

SaaSOptics delivers a subscription management platform that
provides subscription billing, revenue recognition and robust
subscription analytics. SaaSOptics enables early stage and growth
SaaS and subscription-based businesses the ability to eliminate their
dependency on spreadsheets and streamlines their financial
operations and reporting. SaaSOptics robust analytics engine
delivers all the SaaS analytics you need to run your subscription
business: MRR, ARR, Cohort, CLV, Projections, Renewal Rates and
Churn. SaaSOptics provides deep, two-way integration with
Salesforce, QuickBooks, and connectors for Recurly and Stripe,
allowing their customers to efficiently manage their business growth.
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"SaaSOptics has pulled SaaS revenue recognition out of the dark ages! Accurate revenue
recognition and other critical metrics such as MRR can now be generated in real time."

Eric Rosenberg
Sr. Manager - Financial Planning & Analysis, Duo Security

“The revenue recognition provided by SaaSOptics is really incredible. Without it, reporting
deferred revenue would be a massive time burden with greater risk of error, and I don’t know of
any other platforms that do it as well as SaaSOptics.”

Kristy Britt
Chief Financial Officer, BCV

"SaaSOptics has given Driven Insights the visibility and accurate financials to generate clean revenue recognition
calculations, review revenue recognition by group or by individual customer, accurately represent growth in recurring
revenue, capture clean churn metrics and easily run additional reports as required for management and Board meetings."

Dave Robinson
Partner and Co-founder, Driven Insights

"With SaaSOptics, I have a reliable method for computing and tracking revenue and deferred
revenue, and also fantastic metrics I can use to understand our business as we grow. It's really
working great for us! Plus the support is fantastic."

Dawn Crew
Director of Finance, HackerRank
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ABOUT CHARGEOVER

ChargeOver automates invoicing, payment
acceptance, & more for any traditional small
businesses, services, enterprises, ecommerce, SaaS,
and others. Automate invoicing, accept payments,
contact customers for new payment information or
about missed payments, and more. ChargeOver’s
flexible setup allows you to invoice exactly the way
you want - you’re in charge, not your invoicing app.
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“Before, we had a hard time billing recurring revenue streams. Now, it just takes
minutes to automate and schedule what we need, all within a dashboard.”

Joe Brennan
Senior Marketing Consultant, Lure Creative

"We've got the same numbers in our CRM as we do in our subscription billing and accounting
systems- in real time! It allows me a level of control that I didn't have before."

Eben Ostergaard
VP of Finance and Operations, EMyth

“We now have confidence in our billing system so we can focus our attention on serving our clients. We also appreciate
ChargeOver’s technology and system integrations, which deliver great flexibility, especially when coupled with
usage-based customization. As we become more complex in our needs, it is great to have the autonomy to make…

Taylor Chapman
Chief Executive Officer, Ballparc

“If a company has recurring billing, ChargeOver is the system they need. It allows you to
customize, and it’s a great price too. I tell people it’s a very cost effective automated solution.”

Jason Granger
Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Infinity Marketing Group
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ABOUT MOONCLERK

MoonClerk is an all-in-one solution for recurring &
one-time online payments. MoonClerk is ideal for
Web Designers, Non-Profits, Of-The Month Clubs,
Subscription Services, Dance Studios, Private
Schools, Churches, Gyms, and more.
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"We use MoonClerk for accepting payments for our events, membership, and other offerings. We
have a lean team with no IT staff, but we’re still able to quickly and easily create custom
payment forms with MoonClerk."

Michael Lovitch
Founder, Baby Bathwater Institute

"Our business has literally doubled since we started using MoonClerk and the member experience has
improved drastically! It has been a clean user experience and all of the data is easily export-able. I like the
design capabilities and the ability to customize new payment plans on the fly."

Chirag Gupta
Founder, NoD

"For those running a consumer goods subscription business, MoonClerk provides an easy-to-use
platform for accepting recurring payments, running promotions, and keeping track of
customers."

John Burke
Co-founder, Craft Gin Club

"A friend recommended MoonClerk for its simplicity. As an intuitive system for recurring
payments, MoonClerk has for us been problem-free, and has allowed us to focus on growing our
member base. It’s very fast and notifies us of any problems immediately."

Simon Love
Manager, Springboard Innovation
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ABOUT RECVUE
RecVue delivers the only monetization platform built on big data
and designed specifically to address the unique challenges of
managing recurring revenue for B2B enterprises. These enterprises
need an industrial-grade monetization solution to manage millions of
transactions and a very high degree of complexity. RecVue’s solution
includes data mediation tuned to support high volumes of
transactions, a 360 view into the entire contract lifecycle,
attribute-based pricing, complete billing-to-invoice capabilities,
partner management, and robust analytics and reporting.
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"The RecVue team caught on really quickly to completely change our billing system. Now we can
identify errors and bill for services or delay fees that were previously not captured, allowing us
to generate more revenue for ATS."

Lynn Tisoto
Director of Business Reporting and Analysis, Airport Terminal Services

"The system is easy to navigate and has flexible and customizable reporting tools. In addition,
the 1-click Contract changes and Cancellations feature has really helped us to eliminate manual
proration calculations.”

Kevin Long
Vice President, Global Cash Operations, ACI Worldwide

"RecVue was able to simply and efficiently address the challenges we were having with our complex
subscription pricing and recurring billing rules. No other platform on the market has the flexibility and
scalability to manage the growth in our recurring revenue business. It’s been a true partnership.”

William Vessels
Director of Business Process Management, Crown Castle

"Now we can see each day where we stand in the billing cycle and have a much clearer view of the status of
our invoices. The ability to add more stations and invoices, without causing strain by adding additional days
for closing or adding additional headcount, has increased our productivity and accuracy tremendously."

Christina Green
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, Airport Terminal Services
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ABOUT RERUN
Rerun is a software company that had the need to bill their
customers monthly for their support plans. Rerun is for any business,
organization or association that wants to automate their recurring,
subscription or membership billing and accept recurring payments
via credit card and ACH. Rerun is a web-based tool that allows you
to accept payments from customers or clients on a recurring basis
by credit card or bank transfer. With Rerun, you can create
event-based email templates to send to your customer groups, track
payment activity and pull customized reports. Rerun is part of
Acclivity’s dynamic product portfolio.
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"We are so very thankful and relieved for the automation that Rerun has brought to our
complex billing process."

Tiffany Allen
Acct Support, Charternet Web Solutions

"We're able to save countless hours of admin with Rerun's automated billing. The time
saved means lower costs for our clients. It's win-win."

Jon Clark
Managing Director, red k Studio

"Rerun is perfect for my business, very user friendly and convenient. You put the information in
one time and you don't have to worry about it again! The fee is minimal for the service that it's
provided."

Sarah Corey
Owner, Movement for Life Massage, LLC

"Rerun's payment streams take the pain and hassle out of our monthly billing and
collection cycles."

Joshua Lance
Managing Director, Lance CPA Group
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